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Architecture support for testing (AST) is a joint
initiative launched by the Software Engineering
Institute, Pittsburgh (US), the University of L'Aquila
(Italy), and ISTI – CNR, Pisa (Italy)
AST consists in:
 Analyzing how a system's (software) architecture can be
used to inform its testing process.
 There has been substantial research to this topic.
 It is less common in practice.
Our goal is to help answer this question:
How can we use, or better use, architecture to help
test our systems?
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Software architecture and software testing have been
already considered together, but there is much to be
gained from cooperation between them.
The architecture of a system can have a very
direct impact on its testability
Q1: How can architects design an architecture
to make testing more effective?

Architecture

Testing

Q2: How can testers help architects to improve
the system architecture?

the testing can provide valuable feedback to
the architectural design process
(as well as having a big impact on the quality of the delivered system)
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Software/System Architecture
Essentially, an architecture brings a huge amount of
information within its description:
Selected components/interfaces/connectors
Distribution/Configuration of components/connectors
Expected behavior
SA Styles, Patterns and Tactics
HW/SW/Deployment and other views
Components’ Nesting and sub-systems
NF attributes

Architecture-level decisions impact the scalability,
performance, testability, functioning of the produced
system
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Data view
GUI
view
Deployment
view
Networking
view
Architectural
Design
Decisions
NF
Requirements

Taken from: [GG 20007] Alan Grosskurth and Michael W. Godfrey, A Case Study in Architectural
Analysis: The Evolution of the Modern Web Browser, in EMSE 2007.
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Let us reason about the
Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia

“Mozilla’s
key design goals are strong support
8
for web standards, support for multiple
platforms, and fast page rendering” [GG2007]
Req: I want to design a
Web Browser that
supports web standards,
multiple platforms, and
has a fast page rendering

Q1: Can I design an
architecture for a Web
Browser so to maximize
its testability?
Q2: Can I use system
testing results to improve
my architecture?
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1.Design for
Testability

3.Architecture-based generation of
code-targeted test artifacts

Architecture

Code

2.Architecture-based
predictive analysis
4. Testing conformance of the
implementation to the architecture

1.Designing for testability
Techniques for designing a system so that it is more testable – that
is, more likely to reveal a fault when tested
2.Architecture-based analysis
Use an architecture or architectural model to make predictions
about a system, generally absent any implementation.
In architecture-based testing, we concentrate on Architecture
analysis that can be used to improve testing outcomes in some
way, for example, reducing the cost of testing.
3.Generation of code-targeted test artifacts
Use architecture to produce artifacts (e.g., test cases, test plans,
coverage measures) useful in testing an implementation of a
system.
4.Testing conformance of implementation to architecture
Compare an implementation to the architecture that it is supposed
to follow, to see if it complies.

Practitioner’s workshop, Pittsburgh, February 2011:
Posing problems
Attended by 14 invited “architecture-aware” testing practitioners
from U.S. Government, industry, and research
Results was a set of 29 model problems, ranked by practitioners
A model problem is a problem that, if solved, would result in a significant
improvement over current testing practice.
Model
problems
Proposed solution
approaches

Practitioners’ workshop

Researchers’ workshop

Researcher’s workshop, Pisa, March 2011:
Offering solutions
Attended by 18 invited researchers on software architecture
and/or testing and analysis
Focus on three model problems

http://labsewiki.isti.cnr.it/projects/ast/ast2011pisa/
Select architecture-based test specs to cover requirements
Scenario
Source
Stimulus

REQ1
Tester
A tester chooses a test set to test the system for
requirements satisfaction.

Environment Architecture is complete. System test not yet begun.

4.30

Response

The tester uses an architecture analysis tool that
identifies the smallest number of tests to run to provide
coverage of 98% of the requirements. Redundant tests
are eliminated.

Response
measure

Performing the analysis is much less costly and timeconsuming to run than the tests it replaces.

Original
notes from
workshop

Can we use the architecture to tell us that (out of all of
the huge number of tests possible) if we run a small
number of tests, we will have covered 98% of the
requirements?

We

Industry
Reqs

Reqs
Select TC

98% coverage
tracing
Select TC
Test
descriptions

test
implementation
Test
cases

SA
description

98% coverage
Test
cases

tracing

conformance

code

code

http://labsewiki.isti.cnr.it/projects/ast/ast2011pisa/
Certification of evolving PLAs
Scenario

SPL1

Source
Stimulus

A stakeholder who wants a change to product B.
A change request, which will result in core assets being modified, is
initiated for product B, which is a certified product.
The products in the product line must be certified to a specified
standard. Core assets have been used as part of the product
implementation. Several products have used these core assets.

Environment

Response

3.90

An architecture-based analysis proves that no recertification of A,
which only has new implementations of the same core assets, is
needed. Evidence accumulated during the changes is used to expedite
the recertification of B.
Response measure The effort to recertify B is significantly less than the effort to certify B
originally while maintaining the level of confidence.
Original notes from •
workshop
•

Change Core or Variant Assets for next Product B without
affecting certification of Product A
What does it take to certify a parent product having capability
and then apply certification to other products?
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http://labsewiki.isti.cnr.it/projects/ast/ast2011pisa/
Integration Testing of components deployed on a running system
Scenario name
Source

Testers

Stimulus

A tester wants to perform integration
testing for a component into a running
system
The architecture of the runtime
environment (system of systems) is
complete and up to date. The operational
system must continue to operate
The tester adds the component to the
running system and performs necessary
tests on it
Production instances of component
respond to the tests without polluting live
data with the test data from the
component in question
• How can the architecture help us
create an environment where new
components are integrated in
production/operation?
• Data can be tagged as test, meaning
that some, but not all actions are
taken

Environment

2.70

INT16

Response
Response measure

Original notes from workshop
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Next Events
 BoF @ WICSA 2011, June 2011
 Workshop on Architecture-Based Testing and System
Validation @ WICSA 2011, June 2011
 Next Working meeting: location/time to be defined
 A Special Issue on Architecture-Based Testing has been agreed
with the Computing Journal of Springer for December 2011.
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